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NEW EDITIONS FOR GUITAR 
By MIGUEL ABLONIZ 

JUST OUT 
ORIGl t AL COMPOSITIO S 
129876 Partita in E (1956): Prelude, Minuet , Bourree, Sarabande, Gavotte. 
129877 Bulerfa Gi,tana. 
129878 "Valsette'' and Marcella (Little March). 
TRANSCRIPTIONS 
129884 A Guitar Anthology of Twelve Pieces (Purcell, Bach, Moz,art, 

129879 
129882 
129880 

Chopin, de Visee, Gruber, etc.). 
J . S. BACH, Fugue ( I st Violin Sona.ta). 
J . S. BACH, Two Gavottes (5th 'cello Suite). 
J. S. BACH, Sarabande - Double, Bourree - Double (1st Violin 

,Partita). 
SO G WITH GUITAR 
129883 F. DURANTE, Danza , danza (gaglia-rda). 

OTHER TRANSCRIPTIO S 
129347 BACH , J. S., Two Bourrees (from 'French overture') and March 

(from A. Magdalena's book). 
129652 
129653 
129654 
129655 
129348 

BEETHOVEN, Theme and Variation (from the 'septet'). 
HANDEL, Aria (from the opera 'Ottone'). 
HANDEL, Sarabande and Variations (from Suite XI). 
RAMEAU , Six Minuets. 
Three short ancient pieces : Aria by Purcell, Minuet by Clarke, 

Invention by Stanley. 
129349 Two ancient 'Ariettes' (A. Scarlatti : 'Sento ne! core'; Caldara: 

'Selve amiche'). 
2 GUITARS 
129350 BACH, J. S .. Prelude No. I (from 'Forty eight preludes and 

fugues'). 
129351 VIVALDI, Aria del vagante (from the oratorio 'Juditha 

triumphans'). 
Many of these compositions are already in the repertoire of the most 

important artists and are also avai lable on records. 

Complete catalogues free on request. 

G. RICORDI & CO. 
Ufficio Edizioni e Propaganda, Milano-Italy, Via Berchet, 2. 
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SPANISH GUITAR STRINGS 
Processed Nylon and 
Wound on Terylene 

Each 

281 
282 
283 
284 
285 
286 
287 

1st Nylon ... 
2nd ,, 
3rd ,, 
4th Wound .. 
5th ,, 

1/9 
2/-
2/5 
2/7 
2/9 

6th ,, 
Set . .. 

3/1 
... 14/7 

Gut and Wound 
on Silk 

136½ lsit ·Gut ... 
137½ 2nd ,, 
138½ 3rd ,, 
148 4th Wound 
149 5th ,, 

Each 

2/10 
3/-
3/7 
2/10 
3/4 

150 6th ,, 
150½ Set .. . 

3/7 
.. . 19/2 

BRITISH MUSIC (GN) STRINGS LTD., 130, Shacklewell Lane, London, E.8. 
ENGLAND. 

OUR COVER PICTURE 
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T HE p_hotograp~ on the front c_over of this iss!-1-e was tak~n on a very 
special occas10n. The occas1bn was a Jubilee Party m honour of 
Segovia's Fifty Years of Guitar Concerts. The party was held on 

March 7th in Washington after Segovia's concert and the hosts were Mr. and 
Mrs. Sophocles Papas. Among the distinguished guests were Mme. Olga 
Coelho, the Brazilian soprano guitarist who had given a recital on the previous 
evening, Dr. Edmundo Morales (seated between the two famous artists), 
Mr. Patrick Hayes (impressario), etc. 

Segovia was at his genial best, chatting animatedly with the guests and 
occasionally relaxing with his beloved pipe. 

This seems a good opportunity to say something about another charming 
personality of the guitar who a1wears in this picture. 

OLGA COELHO 
Olga Coelho has toured extensively in Europe, the Americas, New 

Zealand, Australia, the East Indies and South Africa. She is a gifted linguist, 
and is fluent in English, Portuguese, Spanish, French, Italian and German. 
In her recitals, she precedes each native folk song with a charming and witty 
description in English. She lives in New York with her two young children, 
Miguel and Gloria Maria, both born in the United States. She has made 
numerous radio and television appearances in the Americas and in Europe. 
She has recorded for R.C.A. Victor and for London Parlophone, and is now 
under exclusive contract with Decca. 

Olga Coelho, charming Brazilian soprano, is the Ambassadress of Latin 
American song. Born in Manaus, a city on the mighty Amazon river, she 
grew up surrounded by the great natural beauty of Brazil. The legendary 
figures of Brazilian folklore, the traditional stories of her environment, were 
etched deeply into her memory, and her earliest recollections are of the 
ancient legends told to her by Paulina, her grandmother's ex-slave. She 
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learned the songs of the singing street vendors, and the exotic rhythms of the 
Negro labourers at the port. She was fascinated by the effects that she ~ould 
obtain from a guitar and the possibilities this instrument offered for inter
pretations of the moods and sounds she loved so well. 

Since that time, Mme. Coelho has progressed far beyond the elemental 
strumming and polyrhythmical "rasgueos" learned from the people; she has 
mastered the complicated technique of the classic guitar in her fifteen years 
of study with Andres Segovia. A tribute to her supremacy lies in the fact 
that eminent composers such as Villa-Lobos, Lorenzo Fernandez, Camargo 
Guarnieri, Andres Segovia, Castelnuovo-Tedesco and Manuel Ponce have 
written songs expressly for her. 

NEWS FROM JAPAN 

SEGOVIA'S visit to Japan included not only the second International 
Music Festival at Osaka, but four recitals in Tokyo, others in Hiroshima 
and several other places, as well as TV appearances during May. 

Carlos Montoya, flamenco maestro, has given a series of concerts during 
the Spring. Nephew of the famous Ramon Montoya, he was born in Madrid 
and was quite a clever exponent of flamenco at the age of eight. He is as 
well-known in U.S.A. and South America as he is in his native Spain, and 
he has toured Europe with famous Spanish dancers including La Argentina, 
Vicente Escudero, etc. His dancer in the tour of Japan is La Trianita. Carlos 
Montoya's programme consists of about seventeen items from Tarantas- real 
Cante jondo- to Jota Aragonesa which is folk dance music rather than 
flamenco. 

The Nippon Gakki Music Company has its own Academy of Music at 
Ginza in Tokyo. The classic guitar class is under the direction of Syun Ogura 
who conducted an ensemble of more than twenty of his students in a concert 
on March 1st at the Yamaha Hall. They played Pavana (Diego Pisador, 
1522), Intermezzo (A. de Cabezon, 1510-1566), Choral (Bach), Fugue in A 
for three voices (J. J. Fux, 1660- 1741) and Minuet (John Eccles, 1668- 1735). 

THE GUITAR IN RUSSIA 

LETTERS recently received from U.S.S.R. give interesting information 
about guitaristic _activities. In_ Moscow a Guitar Society organizes a 
monthly concert rn a hall holdmg 200 people. The guitar is taught at 

the Conservatoires of Kiev and Sverdlovsk and in several Music Schools of 
the Soviet Union. 

Concert tours are made by professional guitarists- Ivanov-Kramskoi, 
Erofiev, Larichev, Slavsky, and a young guitarist, Puhalsky, who gave his first 
recital in Kiev Con~ervatoire where he studied. Also there are two guitarists, 
Androvov and Vav1lov, who travel together as a unit playing a programme of 
solos and duets. 

Ivanov-Kramskoi often plays on Moscow Radio. If readers of "Guitar 
Ne"".s" wish to hear _him t~ey should write to Radio-Centre, Moscow (Musical 
Sectmn) and they will be mformed of the time of his next broadcast. 

The Aguado Method has been translated into Russian from the original 
Spanish by V. P. Machkevitc.:b. 
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Photo by Eric V. Ridge 

Left to right : P. J . GAMBLE, EDRIC CUNDELL (Adjudicator), ANTHONY SMITH ON, 
JOYCE R OGOL, OLIVER H UNT 

CHELTENHAM FESTIVAL GUITAR CONTEST 

T HE drawing-room of the Town Hall was the scene of this important 
event on the afternoon of May 9th. The Chairman of the Festival , 
Mr. G. C. Littlewood, expressed bis pleasure at the number of entrants 

for this first guitar Contest and said that the prizes were :-(lst) The 
Cheltenham Challenge Cup for Guitar, presented by Madame Kramer and her 
students. (This trophy to be held by the winner for a year but kept if won 
by the same comgetitor three years in succession. There is however a smaller 
trophy which the winner retains). 
(2nd and 3rd) Bronze medals, which, with the smaller trophy, were presented 
by Cheltenham Classic Guitar Circle. A special prize of guitar music had 
also been presented for the best effort by a contestant under seventeen years 
of age. 

The adjudicators were Edric Cundell, C.B.E., Hon. R.A.M., F.G.S.M., 
and Alan Richardson, F .R.A.M., and at their request Wilfrid M. Appleby 
'sat in' for consultation on the purely guitar aspect of the playing. The test 
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pieces were Sarabande (R. de Yisee) and Study No. 3 Op. 60 (Carcassi). 
Sixteen guitarists from various parts of England arrived to compete and 

it was very interesting to compare their different renderings of these pieces. 
In many cases natural nervousness had been conquered with courage- and 
plenty of practice. Ages ranged from about fourteen to forty and the sexes 
were almost equally represented. 

Before announcing the results Mr. Cundell, director of the Guildhall 
School of Music, said there had been a lot of good playing which he had 
enjoyed very much. T.he guitar was a lovely instrument. He pointed out the 
need for coherence in playing, a sense of shape and phrase, with the 'commas' 
and 'semicolons' in the right places. There should be fiuency and forward 
movement and variation of 'touch' . He then read a list of the points awarded 
to each competitor, the winner, with 91 points, being Anthony Smithson 
(London). The medals went to P. J. Gamble (Stonehouse, near Cheltenham) 
and Oliver Hunt (London) who each gained 88 marks. The winner of the 
guitar music prize was Joyce Rogol (London) who, though not yet 16 years 
old, gained 87 points. 

Diplomas were also awarded to Eileen Stamp, Charles Bolton, Kate 
Ormrod, *Nicolas Moes, Susan Rossitter, Lisa Bronowski, *Trfanjidiu 
Harjond (of Java), W. T. G. Minshull , Julia Lawson, *Michael Maddock, 
*Ruth Neville. (An asterisk denotes distinction). 

After refreshments many of the competitors enjoyed an informal gathering 
with Cheltenham Classic Guitar Circle at their meeti.ng place, 12 Royal 
Crescent, playing and chatting until it was time for trains to be caught. Just 
before the London train departed one young competitor said, "I thought it 
would be rather a grim ordeal but it has been more like a jolly party." 

It was an honour for Anthony Smithson to be chosen to take part in 
the Festival Prize Winners' Concert on the Sunday evening. He played 
Preludes by Bach and Villa-Lobos and was warmly applauded by the large 
audience at the Town Hall. 

Two people deserve special congratulations- Madame Adele Kramer and 
Miss Joan Prior, whose students were a credit to them, and whose enthusiastic 
support made such a success of this first Festival Contest. 

The date of the next Cheltenham Competitive Festival is May 10th- 22nd. 
1960, an~ the Festival Committee mentioned that entries for the guitar 
section had already been received. 

BUFFALO (U.S.A.) AND TORONTO (CANADA) 

SIX members of the Toronto Guitar Society were presented to a capacity 
audience. at th7 Klein~ans Livingstone Hall, Buffalo on March 14th by 
the Classic Gmtar Society of Buffalo. They were Eli and Naomi Kassner, 

~ennet~ Young, JC?hn Perrone, Wayne Adams and Eugene Lucas, and their 
mterestmg and varied programme was very greatly appreciated. 

It will be reme~bere? that members of the _Buffalo Society gave a recital 
for the Toronto Society m January. Both societies are looking forward to 
making this international exchange an annual event. 
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HOW SHOULD WE START THE STUDY 

OF THE GUITAR 

by Miguel Abloniz (Italy) 

Chapter IV- CORRECT POSITION 

7 

N
OW that the forearm position has been explained, let us examine the 

wrist, hand and fingers. With a bend of the wrist towards the right, we 
let the hand fall by its own weight and try to touch the first string (for 

those who may not know it yet, we call first string the thinnest one, producing 
the higher E) with our index finger, at about six inches distance from the 
bridge, keeping the wrist high so that the index will almost be unbent. 
Although we like to call this positiqn of the hand a 'relaxed one', at the 
beginning and until it becomes a habit, it is advisable while we keep the wrist 
as high as possible (pointing leftwards) to place the tips of the fingers on the 
strings (pointing rightwards) and force them to touch the strings at about a 
good inch nearer the bridge than where they would have gone had they been 
left to act 'completely relaxed'; an unexercised wrist tends to let the hand go 
leftwards and get almost into a straight line with the forearm. 

During this operation the thumb should be kept hanging down naturally, 
i.e. neither sticking out almost parallel to the strings, nor bent under the index, 
towards the interior of the palm, bad habits easily taken by beginners; the 
ball of the thumb should be at about 1½ inches distance from the sounding 
board. 

Some old guitar 'methods' advise to place on the sounding board the little 
finger at about one inch below the first string and keep it there while one plays; 
this technical proceeding is one more of the many that have been abandoned 
by the 'modern Spanish guitar technique' . It should be remembered that 
absolutely no part of the right hand, neither any finger nor the thumb, should 
be placed anywhere on the guitar (sounding board, or on the bridge, or the 
edge of the fingerboard near the 19th fret) while we play; our only contact is 
the forearm/arm on the higher outer edge of the side of the guitar. Perhaps 
I had better mention here that to produce 'pizzicato' or 'etouffe' sounds, we 
place the fleshy extreme part of the palm and its continuation the little finger 
on the bridge or on the strings near the bridge to prevent the bridge trans
mitting the vibrations to the sounding board. 

To those who have not had the chance of observing at close range 
Segovia's right hand in action, I recommend most warmly to examine carefully 
a photo of his right hand that appeared on the cover of Guitar Review No. 4. 
In that magnificent photo (from which my diagram No. 3 was inspired), where 
the right hand is shown as the guitarist should be able to see his own right 
hand when correctly placed, for the clever observer there is the answer to 
almost everything (even the nails). 

With the intent of making things a little clearer about this vital question 
for classic guitar technique, I mention that before Tarrega, a guitarist looking 
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at his right hand (with the guitar placed correctly-sounding board almost 
vertical to the ground- and so that the sixth string cover to his view all the 
other strings) he would have seen his fingers more or less as in diagram No. 1. 
From photographs of various known guitarists who lived before Tarrega, we 
notice that they used to place the right hand nearer the bridge than we do 
to-day, keeping the forearm, wrist and hand in straight line. Tarrega prob~bly 
was the first to undertake seriously a radical change of the 'standard nght 
hand position'; by standard right hand position I mean the two following 
things: (a) the point where normally the fingers touch the strings (to-day at 
about six or more inches from the bridge) and (b) the way we place the fingers 
and hand (see diagram No. 3 for the fingers and No. 4 for tlie entire right hand 
mechanism). 

Tarrega then brought the hand nearer to the sound hole, placing his fingers 
so as to have the index at a right angle to the string, an achievement of great 
importance for the development of the right hand technique; see diagram 
No. 2 and possibly a photo of Tarrega in E. Pujol's vol. I of his 'Escuela 
razonada de la guitarra', page 76. In page 80 of that same volume, there is a 
drawing of a right hand, seen from the same angle as Segovia's above men
tioned photograph was taken; that drawing, done over 25 years ago (actually 
after Segovia's contribution with a big step further towards the 'ideal right 
hand position') cons'titutes what I have defined in Guitar News No. 27 as a 
'dropped right hand' (i.e. a wrong position we should be careful not to take). 
See in diagram No. 3 how Segovia, by accentuating the rightwards pointing 
bend of the wrist and by sending the tips of the fingers a little more towards 
the bridge has fixed the 'modern standard right hand position', and observe 
particularly that in Tarrega's position (diagram No. 2) the index is at a right 
angle to the string whereas in Segovia's position (diagram No. 3) it is the ring 
finger that has come to a right angle to the string. 

Note: in diagrams 1, 2 and 3 the three lines i.m.a. represent the axis of 
the fingers-index, medius and ring finger, while in diagram No. 3, the added 
p. represents the thumb. 

Segovia's position (diagram No. 3), with the characteristic angle formed 
by the thumb and index, besides allowing the fingers to play chords, arpeggios 
and scales without moving the hand (tpe thumb acting downwards and the 
three fingers as if one wanted to close the fist , which is the most natural move
ment), it also makes possible to put the strings into vibration in the best almost 
parallel to the fingerboard direction. The 'standard right hand position', of 
course is not meant to be kept contin.uously while one plays; as we know, 
according to the point at which the string is struck and the softness or hard
ness of what is used for striking it, the sound changes colour and volume, 
becoming metallic and louder the nearer to the bridge, and sweeter and softer 
the fur:ther from it we play. Nevertheless, no matter at which point we touch 
the strmgs, when we change the place of the hand (by a wrist contribution and 
even by moving the forearm either leftwards or rightwards) the action of the 
fingers remains basically unaltered. · 

When the right hand is used correctly, it means that it is hanging down 
from the wrist, pointing vertically to the ground, as in diagram No. 4, which 
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the reader is requested to study carefully; that is why as we pass gradually 
from the first string to the second, third, etc., since the point of contact of t~e 
forearm/arm with the instrument is not altered, the tips of the fingers will 
touch every lower string (lower in sound) slightly at an increasing distance 
from the bridge and vice-versa, when playing from the sixth to the first string, 
at shorter distances from the bridge . 

L l"'r'\ a 
• L 

~ a.. L W\ a 

II/ .\\I 
p 

No. I No. 2 No. 3 

/ 

No. 5 No. 6 

Diagrams 5 and 6, although showing movements that might happen while 
the advanced guitarist plays and tries to produce a certain desired sort of 
sound, are exceptional and especially at the first stages when the student is 
learning how to acquire what we have called the 'standard right hand position' 
should be carefully avoided. In No. 5, by touching the strings always at 
equal distance from the bridge other problems are created for the wrist, and 
the fingers are obliged to adopt gradually a different bend for each string, as 
the wrist is forced to come all the time more out (a thing that I have not tried 
to show in this simplified diagram). In No. 6, the hand is sent gradually 
leftwards (I say sent and not goes, as the hand when left free to act will only 
proceed as in diagram 4) so that its axis becomes vertical to the strings. To 
conclude : the correct position and most natural movement of the right hand 
is as shown in diagrams 3 and 4. 

Note: in diagrams 4, 5, 6, (a) the higher line represents the arm, (b) the 
angle pointing towards the left side of the page represents the elbow, (c) the 
six rays represent the forearm in various heights according to the string on 
which we play and (d) the lines pointing downwards represent the hand and 
fingers together (from the wrist to the tips of the fingers) . 

(To be continued) 
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~""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""='?>"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""'""""""!&";""""""""""""""""§ 
§ I § 

~ MIGUEL ABLONIZ ~ 
§ § 
§ Andalusian Tango 2s. Od. § 
§ § 
§ Gigue 2s. 6d. § 

§ Improvisation (Homage to Villa-Lobos) 2s. 6d. § 

~ Ten Melodic Studies 5s. Od. i 
~ Four Preludes 3s. Od. ~ 
§ Four Recreative Pieces in Polyphonic Style 3s. Od. ~ 
§ § 
§ Original compositions for guitar § 

~ published by Ricardi, Milan, and obtainable from ~ 
~ G. RICORD! & CO (London) LTD § 
§ 271 Regent Street, London W.1 § 
§ § 
~(O')(P)(O')c.::::::"'l~t..:?'. c..?',(c7)(&"(PJ(&')C..::::::::')(O')Cv")~t&",Cc:?')C.:::::::")fv<QJ(&')t..:?',~t..::?)(&'Jf..c:::::::=')r,Q)f&')~~r&'l~ 

NYLON STRINGS FOR THE 
CLASSICAL GUITAR 

World's finest strings, Used by 
leading artists. Hand made for 
utmost precision . Available i n 

si l-ver plated or pure silver 

E. & 0. MARI, INC. 
Manufacturers of Musically Better Strings 

Since 1600 

38-0l 23rd. Avenue· 
Long Island City, 5, N. Y. 

U .S.A. 

Jost YACOPI 
Formerly of Barcelona 

'.NOW 

RIV ADA VIA 1188 
BUENOS AIRES 

ARGENTINA 
accepts orders for custom-made 

CONCERT GUITARS 

priced 100 guineas ; 
($300-$400) 

M . L. ANIDO's MODEL 

150 guineas 
($500) 
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RECITAL AT SEATTLE, U.S.A. 
THE Seattle Classic Guitar Society 

on March 9th presented one of 
its members, Robert Flanary, in a 
recital of guitar solos. The prog
ramme included Two Catalonian 
Folk Songs, Capricho Arabe 
(Tarrega), Etude (Sor), Prelude 
(Weiss), Etude No. 8 and Prelude 
No. 3 (Villa-Lobos), Mexican Folk
song (Ponce), Burgalese, Albada and 
Sonatina (Moreno Torroba). 

REY DE LA TORRE 
TWO recitals involving two three-

part programmes were given by 
Rey de la Torre on May 10th and 
May 17th at Village Gate, New 
York. Village Gate is a sort of a 
large beer cellar with a stage where 
musical events are held. Rey de la 
Torre, who was presented by Art 
d'Lugoff, was at his best (according 
to a correspondent) and that is very 
good indeed! He quite surpassed 
himself in many of the items. 
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{Jtiila1t JKalung 
by J. K. Sutcliffe (Britain) 

STICKING THE PIECES TOGETHER 

A
LTHOUGH the need for very firmly attaching one piece of wood to 
another has not been felt until comparatively recent times, glue is as 
old as creative thought. 

But craftsmen of former years had to make do with crudely prepared 
'gelatines', shellacs, waxes, resins: it was not until the beginning of this 
century that the tough casein was invented-by accident. More recently t~ere 
has been developed wide ranges of synthetic industrial glues. The gmtar 
maker is concerned mainly with animal glues that dry out naturally and 
does not use the elaborate electronic bonding equipment so essential to the 
production methods of industry. 

The hot-w·orked Scotch glue of the joiner and cabinet maker is not 
ideal for our purpose in that it is troublesome to prepare, difficult to apply 
and "sets" before we can get our details correctly placed and tightly clamped. 
In a dynamic structure such as the guitar, open and thick glue lines must be 
avoided and if observed at any time the parts are ruthlessly broken _down 
and re-assembled. 

Good glue-lines can be better obtained with the proprietary cold-worked 
glues. (An excellent one may be quoted here : "CROID 'Universal'-an 
animal glue of high bond strength ; 900 lbs. per square inch of actual glued 
surface, easily applied, light colour, conforms to British Standards Specifica
tion and carries the official 'KITE MARK' of quality"). As these possess 
long setting times-half an hour at room temperature 60°- 70° F.-they 
commend themselves to the luthier. 

The above temperature is that for effective bonding and if done in winter, 
the clamped work should remain under pressure for at least 48 hours at about 
the same temperature. All glued joints are better made in summer, when, 
without special heating glue is normally semi-fluid and easily-worked to the 
thinriest possible layer. Pressure now applied will bring the parts into 
intimate contact and the glue be forced to "fill" the roughened fibres only 
and not merely form a useless wad between surfaces. This thickened layer 
will develop eithe! through (a) over-serving with glue or (b) working it at too 
low a temper~ture. Inevitably (b) will lead to (a) if we make the mistake 
of adding glue on glue to increase the setting time, instead of working at 
the correct temperature in the first place. 

The bond of the glue must never be weakened to make future possible 
removal of a part easier. The idea of "design for failure'' is a negative one 
at best althou~h often adopted these days when craftsmanship has given way 
to salesmanship. In other ~ords, replacement of loose inaccessible strutting, 
warped finger-board and/or its support are things avoidable; the first by careful 
assembly, the second by skilful selection and working of materials. 

CONSIDERATIONS 
1. ~imiting ,pres~ur~, of clamps to suit parts being assembled. For example, 

m the closmg operation, (face-to-edge attaching back to sound 
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chamber- always the last major task) pressure must be reduced as, out 
of their supporting mould, the ribs will distort and possibly collapse 
through excessive force. 

2. Parts assembled face-to-face, i.e. veneers, ribs at top and bottom block, 
linings, reinforced bars, head-splice, heel laminations are able to with
stand considerable pressure so we can clamp up with as much band force 
as reasonably applied to the screw of a small "G" clamp. 

3. Whether bonding soft-to-soft, hard-to-soft or hard-to-hard woods; in the 
first two cases force must be spread by means of pressure pads to avoid 
permanently upsetting fibres: in the last case distribution of pressure is 
desirable but not so essential. 

4. Utmost care necessary in attaching string-block to sound board. Block 
must be artificially " pored" and roughened to absorb more glue. This 
is best done on wet surface, allowed to dry and all high spots removed; 
glue well rubbed in and left to dry; again roughened and glue applied in 
thin layer; put under purpose-made clamp and pressed until globules 
appear around block. To compress further than the limits shown by 
this 'signal' will risk damage to the soft sound board and weaken the 
most highly-stressed joint on the instrument. 
The motto " more haste, less speed" is always kept in mind throughout 

the many trials of patience associated with guitar making. It is never more 
necessary to remember than when we come finally to assemble our components. 

'NIIEW STYILE' !PROGRAMMES 

IT is interesting to speculate on the future of guitar recital programmes. 
At present they tend to include music by many different composers 
arranged in accordance with their historical period, and rightly so. The 

names of ten (or more) composers in a recital advertisement makes an 
imposing show and seems to suggest that there wiU be good value for the 
price of the ticket, with something to please everybody; but as audiences 
become more informed about the guitar and its repertoire we may expect 
recitals of a more specialized character. However, only in such a guitar
conscious city as Buenos Aires (Argentina) could a recital of all Sor's 
Minuets-about 40 of them and nothing else- be carried off successfully, 
the guitarist being Consuelo Mallo Lopez. 

Perhaps a step denoting a specialization tendency is the programme 
which consists of music written especially for the guitar. MANUEL GAYOL, 
the Puertan Rican guitarist, has given several such recitals in New York. 
His most recent was at the Carnegie Recital Hall on February 15th when he 
played to capacity audiences not only in the evening, but also at an afternoon 
matinee, the same programme. The outstanding item was Legnani's Seven 
Caprices. Legnani (1790-1877) was the guitarist friend of Paganini and 
played guitar solos at the London concerts of that great violinist. The New 
York Times described the Caprices as 'Schubertian-sounding' and they are 
very definitely of the romantic school but well worth the attention of guitarists 
who like something different. R. de Visee, Carulli , Napoleon Coste, Ernest 
Shand and of course, Sor and Tarrega were represented in this programme. 
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Another example of a 'restricted programme' was that played by ALBERT 
VALDES BLAIN at Carnegie Recital Hall on April 9th. This programme was 
concentrated on only five composers, R. de Visee, Sor, Bach, Ponce and 
Tansman and all the music was written for the guitar except the five Bach 
items- a~d three of these were transcribed from lute music. By focussing 
attention on fewer composers the audience is given a deeper and less per
functory insight into their music. 

Not only in New York have specialized programmes been given recently, 
but also in London . JOHN D. ROBERTS, who has studied with Emilio Pujol. 
gives frequent intimate recitals for connoisseurs at the Salle Erard 
(Augener's), 18 Great Marlborough Street. Often these recitals are of a 
specialist nature, such as the one on March 18th which was devoted 
exclusively to guitar music by Latin-American composers-Ponce (Mexico), 
Fabini and Broqua (Uruguay), Lasala, Sinopoli, Zemp and Gutierrez (Argen
tina) and Milton Nunes (Brazil). 

On May 27th his programme was devoted to transcriptions and original 
works by Emilio Pujol, the latter include Salve, Pequefia Romanza, Bolero, 
Two Nocturnes, Cancion de Cuna and groups of studies from books 2 and 
3 of the tutor (Rational School for the Guitar) as well as some of the Seven 
Studies. 

It is not suggested that specialized or restricted programmes are in any 
way new. Most of the leading guitarists of the nineteenth century played 
programmes consisting entirely of their own compositions. Vahdah Olcott 
Bickford has probably organized more 'special' programmes than any other 
living guitarist, but these are concerts in which her students and friends take 
part, rather than individual recitals. Even Segovia has been known to give 
a programme of works composed almost entirely for the guitar, and of course 
other guitarists have given more or less ' restricted' programmes. It just 
seems that such programmes will become more frequent-and it will be 
rather interesting to observe this tendency. 

W.M.A. 

REGINO SAINZ DE LA MAZA 

R EPOR TS from New York all praise Regino Sainz de la Maza for his 
absolutely delightful programme at the Carnegie Recital Hall, New 

· York, on May 4th, under the auspices of the Society of the Classic 
Guitar. They mention that it was refreshing to hear so many new works
some modern and some ancient such as Galilei's Gallarda, Passo e Mezzo 
(1584) arranged by the recitalist. Perhaps as Professor of Guitar at Madrid 
Conservatoire he was expected to give a rather pedantic performance, but, 
although he showed himself to be a musician of sensitivity and refinement, he 11 

has a powerful rhythmic sense which made him interested in 'getting the 
music across', even at some slight cost to tone or orn:;imentation. 

The near-capacity audience heard for the first time Pastoral (J. Rodrigo), J 

Espafiola (R. Ascot), and Rondeii.a (R. Sainz de la Maza) as well as a 
Fantasie by Fray Thomas de Satra Maria (1565), transcribed from tablature 
by the recitalist, and Sarabande (D. Gaultier) 1655. Other items included 
works by Mateo and Isaac Albeniz, Bach and Ponce (Sonata Clasfca). 
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STANDING (l eft to right): c. ANAGNOSTOPOULOS, c. MARGARITOPOULOS, S. CATSARAS, 
S. CANATSOUL!S, E. ASSIMACOPOULOS, N. CHAMILOTHORJS, TH. ROUMPOULAS. 

SEATED: LIZA Zo1, DIMITRI FAMPAS, EVGENIA RODITI . 

JUBILEE CONCERT IN ATHENS 

TO celebrate the 50th anniversary of the commencement of Andres 
· Segovia's great work for the guitar, a concert was given on April 9th 
at the Parnassos Hall, Athens, in which Dimitri Fampas presented nine 

of his students in a programme of 30 items. 
A very young boy, Const. Anagnostopoulos, opened the prog,rwnme with Pavane 

No. I (M,ilan), Feste Lariane (,Mozzani), a!lJd two Sor Minuets; Stavros Catsaras played 
t'hree Preludes by Tarrega and Romanza by V. Gomez; Const. Margaritopoulos pla,yed 
woirks by Bach and Tarrega (Recuerdo,s); Sakis Canatsoulis played Pavane No. 3 (Milan), 
Prelude (Bach), AndaDJtino (Coste), Danza Mora (Tarrega); Theod. Roumpoulas played 
Btude (Sor), Saraiba.nde (Bach), Ba,ilecito (M. Abl6niz); Nicos Chamilothoris played 
Pa.vane No. 6 (Milan), Sona-ta op. 15 (Sor), Sa.ra.bande (Handel), Prelude No. 1 (V,ma
Lobos); Evgenia Roditi played works by Bach, Sor and Tarrega; Evang. Assimacopoulos 
played Loure (Bach), Allegro (Sor), Ca.pricho Ara,be (Tarrega), Fa'l1Jdanguil1o (Turina), 
Asturias Leyen,da (Albellliz); Liza Zoi played Sonata (H. Alber.t), Etude No. 7 (Villa
Lobos), Allegretto grazi-oso (Pujol), Danza Greca No. 1 (Fampas). 

The success of the concert was tremendous, each artist being recalled 
many times to acknowledge applause, and an ovation for Dimitri Fampas at 
the close. Press reports praised the high artistic level of each item. The 
concert ended at 11.30 p.m., but members of the audience were heard to say, 
"Oh, but it seemed so short!" . 
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GUITAR MUSIC 
Voice and Guitar 

Good singIDg combined wi,th musically-sa'lisfyi.n.g guitar playing is an art which 
shows signs of good progress. It does not maitter whether the voice an,d the gui,ar 
music are from one performer (e.g. 01'ga Ooelho) 01T •two (e.g. Peter Pears and J~lia~ 
Bream) as long as ,the composition is worth while. The better kind of fo•lk music 1s 
aLways acceptaible; Tudor and operatic sources ca.n ~ drawn on for •the repertoire, but 
more music such as the ViHa-Lobos 'Bachiruoo.s Brasileiras No. 5' and Benjamin Bri,tte.n's 
"Sonigs .from tlie Chinese" would be welcomed. 

However, here a,re tiour very di,verse i•tems which are now availa,ble : 
(I) A son,g "De Al]tequera Sale El Moro" (1554) transcribed from ithe vihuela ta.bJ;a·ture 
of Mora.les-FuenJlana by :Emilio Pujol. The strictly original version and two other 
versions are published ,together under oni; cover by Ricordi (Buenos Aires). The words 
are in Span,ish. 
(2) Drei Lieder (Three S011Jgs) by Haydn arranged by K~rl Scheit (German text) 
plllbl.ishe<l by Doblinger (Vienna). 
(3) Three Qua,trai-m, of Omar Khayyam set to music for voice ?-nd gui1a,r by Pieter va.n 
der Sta,ak (En~lish words). A modern work of outstanding meri1t which gives the guitar 
a pa:rt worthy of its capabiHties. Recently published hy Uitgave Broekmans en van 
Poppel, Amsterdam, Holland. 
(4) " Lopez Pereyra" (Zamba sa1tefia) for voice (Spanish words) and two guitars by 
Andres A. Chazarret,a. A pleasing item in South American style wi1h interesting but 
not too difficul,t work for both guita,rists. Published by Ricordi (Buenos Aires). 

For guitar and oboe (or violin, etc.) 
Sooota in D Mi.nor by G . F. Handel wiil.h Guitar Cominuo by Erwin SchaMer is 

a welcome item of chamber music edi·te-d by Ka-rl Scheit from a man1Uscript in the 
Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge. It has been published by Doblinger, Vienna. 

CHELTENHAM CLASSIC GUITAR CIRCLE 

T HREE new members, Mr. S. Ager, Mr. Malcolm Stanley, and John 
Redman (aged 12), all pupils of Miss Joan Prior, made their debuts 
at recent Circle meetings. Miss Prior herself contributed some of the 

Spanish songs with guitar in which she specializes. 
Among the guitar solos played were items by Tarrega and the guitar 

friend of Paganini- Legnani- whose music does not deserve to be so 
neglected . Modern composers were represented by Moreno Torroba, Villa
Lobos, Isaias Savio, Vicente Gomez, Guillermo Gomez and Stepan Urban, 
whose Nocturne (not yet published) was particularly appreciated. Among the 
traditional music played was a Korean Theme arranged by Jiro Nakano and 
a group of well-known French tunes delightfully arranged for guitar solo 
by Henk van Schagen. 

Of special interest was some delightful 18th century music written in 
tablature for the guitar when it had only five strings. These tablatures were 
found two years ago at Aussee in Styria, Austria, and transcribed by Josef 
Klima. 

The other guitarists taking part were Miss Eileen Stamp, Miss K. Ormrod, 
Miss C. Buchanan, Miss C. Trafford, Mr. E. V. Ridge, Mr. W. M. Long, 
Mr. P. J. Gamble, Mr. A. Hezzlewood, Mr. W. T. Minshull, Mr, M, Maddock, 
and Mr. W. M. Appleby. 
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The Classics of the Guitar 

MARIA LUISA ANIDO 
The voLume of 64 pages, wi1th coloured coIVer, contains : 

biography; 60 rare and or~ginal photographs; reproductions of documents; 
letters and auto,gra,phs of M. Llobet and other mastors; Tar,rega's guitar and 
o.ther informa,tion of great interest. Notes, translation and te~t in Italian 
by E. R. Ro•veri. Photo,graphy by F. Redaelli. 

For orders (advance payment only) write to: -
EDIZIONI E. R. ROVERI, Via Piatti 3, Milano, Italy. 

Price, includi~g posta,ge, $2.50 (U.S.A.). 18/- sterling. I.SOO Italian lire. 
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! NEW GUITAR MUSIC ! 
~ J. S. BACH Courante from the 2nd Cello ~ 
§ Suite, edited by M. L. Anido 2s. 6d. § 

Sarabande from the 1st Lute 
~ Suite edited by M. L. Anido 2s. 6d. § 
§ GERARDO GRASSO Pericon nacional, edited by ~ 
§ 0. Pierri 3s. 6d. ~ 

§§ W. A. MOZART Minuet from 'Don Giovanni', §§ 
edited by M. L. Anido 2s. 6d. 

§ H. SICCARDI Estillo, edited by A. Fleury 2s. 6d. ~ 
~ ----- § 
§ METHOD for the FLAMENCO GUITAR by Emilo Medina 25/- § 
~ Published by Ricardi, Buenos Aires, and obtainable from ~ 
§ G. RICORD! & CO (London) LTD § 

~ 271 Regent Street London W.l ~ 
~""""""""'""'""'""'""'""'="""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'00'1""'"""'""""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'"""'""'""'.§ 

CLASSIC GUITAR REFERENCE CHART 
Designed by V. Bobri 

with a Message from Andres Segovia 
This convenient wall chart shows at a glance exact position of every note on 
the actual size fingerboard, diagrams for correct playing positions of hands and 
body; valuable data on strings, guitar music, care of nails, etc. Indispensable 
for teachers and students. Price $1.50 - Order directly from : 

V. BOBRI - 409 E. 50th STREET, NEW YORK 22, N.Y., U.S.A. 
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ALICE IN GUITARLAMD 
by Tim Verey ('Timbuctoo') 

(With acknowledgements to Lewis Carroll) 

0 NE afternoon Alice was walking along the further side of the field 
when she noticed two large boles, a Round hole and a Square bole. 
She could hear a noise like factory machinery coming from the Round 

hole. "Per,haps they are making tin pans," said Alice to herself as she 
entered the bole. But before she had gone into the hole more than ten feet 
(although actually she had only two feet), the March Hare, holding a saxo
phone in one hand, stopped her and said: "Can you count?" "Of course," 
said Alice, "one, two, three- ", then forgetting what came after ' three' she 
began again-"one, two, three-", but just as she was about to say the next 
number the March Hare shouted: "Go away, only people who always count 
'four' are allowed in .here ; go to the Square hole! " 

" What a rude creature", thought Alice, as she left the Round hole to 
explore the Square hole. 

She must have walked a long way down the Square hole when at last 
she came to a Square room. As her eyes became accustomed to the light she 
noticed seven chairs, seven music stands, seven footstools and a little Square 
table at which sat t-he White Rabbit pouring over some music. 

Alice could not see what he was pouring over the music, so she said: 
" If you please, Sir- ". The Rabbit jumped up and said " Oh dear! Oh 
dear! you are late. They are all late for the guitar lesson as usual. What 
will the Duchess say! " Just then there was a scampering sound in the 
Square hole and into the room tumbled a Dormouse, a Hedgehog, a Lobster, 
a Mock Turtle, a Gryphon and a Cheshire Cat. What a strange guitar
class, thought Alice; and so it was, for they had all forgotten to bring their 
guitars. The White Rabbit came towards Alice and bowing politely said: "I 
will give you the lesson and you may borrow m y guitar. So Alice took the 
guitar and seated herself on one of the chairs. The Rabbit held up a little 
tuning fork and said "This is A". Alice looked puzzled and said, "This is 
a what?"-but the Rabbit went on with the lesson .. . .. 

Forty minutes later Alice had learned to play a simple valse, and the 
animals, who had been sleeping, woke up and began to dance noisily, stamp
ing and clapping, which the Rabbit explained was 'Zapateado' and 'Palmado' . 
Then a door opened and in walked the Duchess shouting: "Off with her 
B string!" 

LOUISVILLE S.C.G. 

T HE Louisville Society of the Classic Guitar in the heart of Kentucky, 
U.S.A., is continuing its spread of love of the classic guitar throughout 
the city and its environs. Regular monthly meetings are being held 

and Mr. Basil Gural , its recently elected chairman, had the honour of playing 
an entire programme on April 10th at the 'Arts in Louisville' house. 
Article by Costa Proakis, Gramophone N o tes, etc ., have been held over for next issue. 
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ANDRES SEGOVIA LISTENS TO SOPHOCLES PAPAS 

SOPHOCLES PAPAS was born in Greece, educated in Egypt and settled 
in U.S.A. in 1914. After service with the American army during the 
first world war he established himself in Washington, D.C., founding the 

Columbia School of Music which he has directed since 1922, abandoning a 
promising career as a concert guitarist in order to devote himself to teaching. 
His acquaintance and friendship with Segovia had a great influence on his 
work. Since 1928 they have spent many hours together and Mr. Papas made 
an intensive study of the technique and methods used by Segovia. 

A student has written of Sophocles Papas: -"To have such knowledge 
and love for the guitar is one thing-but to be able to pass it on to others 
is more. This Mr. Papas can do. To the students who bring to the studio 
only a humble willingness to learn, Mr. Papas gives himself unstintingly. 
Sparing with praise, lavish with constructive criticism, Mr. Papas has 
inexhaustible patience with the clumsy fingers and uncertain ear of the 
beginner. From the first lesson, the emphasis is on music, and the guitar's 
relationship to the completeness that is music, so that as the student pro-
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gresses he is as much aware of the wholeness, the completeness, that is music 
as he is of the fingers, etc. The component parts of music have the power 
to frustrate and discourage the student, but the conception of the whole can 
never be anything but an everlasting inspiration and a goal to strive for in 
spite of all purely physical obstacles." 

Mr. Papas found that it was necessary to be able to supply students with 
suitable guitars, music, etc., so trading as the Columbia Music Co. many fine 
instruments have passed through his hands. His most important publication 
is undoubtedly the Major and Minor Diatonic Scales as arranged by Segovia. 
His arrangements of music suitable for the first year student are particularly 
useful , although more advanced music has been composed and arranged by 
him. 

RECITAL BY OLGA COELHO 

T HE distinguished 'soprano-guitarist' Olga Coelho, gave a recital at the 
Pierce Hall, Washington, U.S.A., on April 21st, under the auspices 
of the Washington Guitar Society. A selection of Latin-American 

folk songs which formed the first part of the recital included a song of the 
Peruvian Incas, a Bambuco from Colombia, a mule song from Argentina, a 
Mexican item in which the hoots of an owl played an important part, and 
some songs from her native Brazil. The latter included songs based on 
Voodoo and a Bahia 'street-cry' and of course the famous 'frog Embol~.da 
the speed of which left Figaro's and other ' patter songs' standing at the post, 
and without which no recital by this artist would be complete. 

Three songs arranged for Olga Coelho by Segovia were included- an 
Andalusian song, John Dow'.and's " If my Complaints could passions move" 
and Alessandro Scarlatti's "Se Florindo e fedele" . 

Presenting the famous "Bachianas Brasileiras No. 5" by Villa-Lobos, 
Olga Coelho told of its four successive versions. It was originally composed 
for nine cellos; then adapted for soprano and eight cellos ; for soprano and 
piano; finally, the version for Olga Coelho and her guitar. 

The artist received a tremendous ovation. 

A NEW TUTOR 
"Concert Guitar Technique" by Aaron Shearer (Ricordi, New York, U .S.A.) 

T HIS book of 72 large pages is, in our opinion, an honest attempt to 
provide a good introduction to the study of the real guitar, for those 
whose language is English. 

It is based on the improved modern rules of technique and should serve 
to help the beginner to avoid the worst pitfalls, especially where no teacher 
is available. Illustrations and diagrams are used to good effect and the 
clearness of the printing is exemplary. The studies and exercises are suitable 
and adequate for a first book. 

The author states that Volume Two is in course of preparation and 
advises the student to use the 'Carcassi Method' for further study. The 
studies in this ancient method are useful enough but we suggest that Book 
Two of Emilio Pujol's "Rational School for the Guitar" published by Ricordi, 
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even though the text is in French and Spanish, would be more appropriate 
and helpful. 

'Concert' or 'Classic' 
Mr. Shearer prefers to use the term 'concert' guitar for the legitimate 

guitar to distinguis.h it from its variants. This seems rather a pity, as the 
term 'classic' guitar is now so widely accepted. Moreover, the leading 
guitarists appear far more in individual 'recitals' than in 'concerts' (the latter 
word implies two or more performers). 

We agree that for so international an instrument the term 'Spanish' 
guitar is no longer so _ appropriate, but we are glad that the objectionable 
term 'finger-style' is not used. Perhaps there is no word which would satisfy 
everybody and all circumstances, but having consulted the standard diction
aries and books on Modern English Usage, and discussed it with many people 
for the past ten years or more we still consider the term 'classic' guitar to be 
generally most suitable. A 'classical' guitar might be a Greek Kithara, but 
we speak of a man's 'classic' features to denote harmonious proportions and 
lack of blemishes. 'Classic' means 'standard' , 'unaltered', 'accepted' , etc. It 
does not mean that the classic guitar is suitable only for classical music. 
Modern music and flamenco are also played on the 'classic' guitar. 

In our opinion the term 'concert' guitar should refer to a classic guitar 
of superior quality with strong, c~ear tones suitable for playing in ensemble 
or even with an orchestra. It is in this sense that Eric V. Ridge uses the 
term 'concert guitar' in the sub-title of his book "The Birth of a Guitar" (or 
making a concert guitar). 

VICTORIA KINGSLEY 

JN her recital of songs- folk and 
composed - at Wigmore Hall, 

London, on May 1st, Victoria 
Kingsley accompanied herself on the 
guitar in a group of German songs 
(which included "Sehnsucht nach 
dem Frtilinge" by Mozart) and also 
in a group of Argentine and 
Chilean songs. 

A must for every guitarist I 

Major and minor diatonic scales, by 

A. SEGOVIA 
New revised edition with Spanish and 

English text ... . . . ... $1.50 

Three Flamenco Variations by 
Sophocle s Papas .. . . . . ... $1.00 

CtUITAR SHOP, 1816 M. Street, N.W. 
Washington, 6. D.C., U.S,A. 

SOON READY 

GUITAR REVIEW 
no. 23 

devoted to the classic guitar in 
America. 

Subscribe now to receive free of 
charge on your subscription an 
Album of three guitar compositions, 
winners in an International Contest 
conducted in 1958 by the Society of 
the Classic Guitar of New York, 
which otherwise will be sold at $1.50. 
Subscription numbers 19-24 inclusive 
$6.00 in USA and Canada; foreign 
$5.00. Send your orders thru W. & 
G. Foyle Ltd. , or directly to the 

GUITAR REVIEW 
409 E. 50th St., New York 22, N.Y. 
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R~S TO.lATIO"'S & VA LUATION S 
ALL. RIS~s· INSURANCE 

: 1 l EV ERYTt,,i l NG F'OR PLAYER & MA" E.A 

, .; ', e i~Slwf 
~ 10-11, GOTHICARCADE, SNOW HILL 

BIRMINGHAM·4 
TELEPM ONE C ENTRAL 2295 

eeFISOMA" NYLON STRINGS 
Prices : E 1st 2/1 D 4th Alloy 3/- Pure Silver 7/3 

B 2nd 2/4 A 5th Alloy 3/5 Pure Silver 11/3 
G 3rd 4/9 E 6th Alloy 3/10 Pure Silver 15/9 
Set, Alloy covered 19/5 post free 
Set, Silver covered .. . 43/5 post free 

Guitar Making 
Balkan Spruce (Swiss Pine), Rosewood, Palisander, Jacaranda, 
Maple, Ebony, etc., all parts and materials for the Professional 

and Amateur maker. 
Please send for Lists, post free. 

Rectified Nylon Strings 
for the Guitar 

• Improved Tonal Quality 

• Obtainable in Graduated 
Tensions to individual 
selection 

COMPLETE STOCK 

of Tone Woods 

SPRUCE 

EBONY 

ROSEWOOD 

Ready inlaid Rings, Purfling 
and Tools 

Semi-finish Necks 

S end stamps for Free List 
Details from: 

H. L. WILD BABOLAT-MAILLOT-WITT 
93 RUE ANDRE BOLLIER 

LYON, 7me., FRANCE 

510 EAST 11 STREET 

New York City, 9, N.Y., U.S.A. 
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fiPte (j,uUa't in Sp,ain 
by Gerald Palmer (Britain) 

(With illustrations by the author) 

M Y first impressions of Spain were many years ago, in fact just after 
the end of World War One. Being an artist in civil life and heartily 

· sick of wars (having been blown up in France by a high explosive 
shell) I decided to leave England and go to sunny Spain! It was in 1920 
that I and my wife and baby arrived in Granada, living there about two years. 
then moving on to Ronda where we stayed for about fifteen years and not 
returning to England to live until the Spanish Civil War commenced. 

Spanish music had always interested me and even though I knew nothing 
about the guitar then, it had a sub-conscious fascination for me. 

I remember my first introduction to the instrument. It was on the 
outskirts of Granada. I had been wandering with my paints along the foot
hills of the Sierra Nevada and having finished a sketch or two decided to 
make for a 'taverno' that I had seen before and partake of a glass of 
'manzanilla'. 

On drawing nearer I heard music coming from that direction. Soon 
I was sitting at a round table with my drink and next to me was a Spanish 
beggar playing on a guitar. He was bent over the instrument playing what 
I afterwards found out was 'flamenco'. With his dirty old fingers he would 
give the 'rasgueado' every now and then intermixed with a lot of 'thumb
work' with his right hand. 

The guitar was a sad old contraption. The strings having broken many 
times, it had been lashed across the fifth fret with a band (cejilla) to enable 
him to use up his old strings! 

As I was a newcomer to the country, my Spanish was very bad, still I 
knew the word 'Ole', on hearing which he straightway commenced another 
tune, this being a 'Malaguefia'. 

Each province has its sp~cial type of music and there are many to each 
locality, most of them having been handed down from father to son over 
the generations. After being supplied with another 'vino' he straightway 
started on a lamenting type of tune which I found out afterwards was a 
'Gral)adina'. The music of Gn,mada is always sad but very lovely. 

I will always remember my first guitar player, the old beggar with his 
manner of perfect indifference to everything save his guitar! 

He evidently had a great effect on me as that same evening I purchased 
my first guitar. I bought it in the 'Zacatin', the old Moorish market of 
Granada. It was a very cheap instrument, still it would play, and with it 
I could start to learn. 

Living in that country for a long time you get wrapped in the customs 
of the people and find that you enter into the spirit of everything, even 
perhaps more than they do themselves! 

At harvest time when the grain of corn is all heaped up on the cobbled 
stone rings where it has been threshed, when the day's work is done, they 
often have a night fiesta. Food and wine are consumed and singing and 
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dancing to the guitar take place. After having been some y~ars in Spain, 
I was invited to one of these gatherings. It was in the mountamous country 
of Ronda. My host took me there by donkey. The dark blue sky, flooded 
with stars, was enough to light us to the place. . 

Soon below we saw the white-washed farm-house, the trestle tables with 
eatables on them and groups of girls dancing to the strains of the g~itar and 
'bandurria' (a mandolin form of instrument but with six double strings and 
played with a plectrum). From a tall chestnut tree a large swing was be~ng 
pushed by two men with a country wench sitting and clinging on for dear hfe. 
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With olives and ham and vino-blanco I made myself comfortable and 
watched the dancing and listened to the guitar, joining in with them. As 
the; night advanced the people sat round to hear one of the guitarists who 
was evidently a master of the instrument. He played one or two classical 
pieces at my request, but soon drifted back to flamenco. 

My sixteen years in Spain were spent mostly painting water-colours of 
the mountains and villages in the country and we seldom toured about, 
so most of my chances of hearing the guitar were of the 'posada' and 'venta' 
type. Segovia played two or three times in Ronda while we were there. 
Also we heard some good guitar playing in The Alhambra, Granada when 
we were first there. 

Incidentally, in Granada I was taken to a place where blind guitarists 
were playing. It was a guitar club specially for the blind, and how beautifully 
some of them played. It seemed pathetic to me to see these players leaving 
with their guitars under their arms and tapping their way along with their 
sticks, but really they were in themselves a happy lot, enjoying their evenings 
perhaps more than if they could see! 

Later on in Ronda as I was returning home one night, I met a group 
of men all carrying guitars and bandurrias. They told me that they were 
going to serenade a lady whose 'dia' (birthday) it was. Asking me to join 
them, they waited_ while I rushed home and changed my paints -- for my 
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guitar. Soon we were tramping towards the lady's house. I think I must 
have looked the part for I had collected a light cloak at the same time as my 
guitar and was wearing a 'sombrero-ancho' on my head! Down many alleys 
of white-washed houses we passed, going this way and that until we came 
to a halt in front of a house that stood in the corner of a square. It was, as 
all the . others, whitewashed and shone bright in the moonlight. 

Soon we were all playing below one of the windows. I found it not 
too difficult to join in as they played simple stuff. Soon it began to get a 
little monotonous as they kept repeating! Still we were finally rewarded by 
the girl herself coming to the window. She only remained a few seconds 
and then disappeared! After playing another serenade we departed and I 
invited them all to my place to have a final festival of music and more 
important still, a drink. This took place at Ronda where at that time I was 
renting half a Moorish Palace with a beautiful garden which overlooked the 
famous gorge. With the light from electric-bulbs among the bunches of 
grapes that hung from the large pergola, we sat and played our guitars and 
drank white wine until the early hours of the morning. 

I purchased five or six guitars while living in Spain and my last one was 
a fine instrument. Sadly enough I had to leave it there when we were forced 
to leave the country through the Revolution. An armed car arrived to take 
us to Malaga where we were to board a British destroyer. There was· no 
chance of delaying as we had already been. over two weeks in the Revolution. 
Only the bare necessities could we take and all our priceless old Moorish 
cabinets and other furniture we had to leave behind, and incidentally, my 
guitar ! ! ( overleaf) 
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Still, life is like that and on looking back to those days, remembering 
all the wonderful times in that country that we had, I am sure at the present 
time we are just as happy and I can still 'toca mi Guitarra'. 

MEMBERS' ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Prepaid u■oa■cemenb of ■P lo 51 word• (maslmum) 5/- per ln•rllon (U.S. 75<.). SertH or 1b 
for Iba price or ITe--25/- (U.S. $3.51). 

ATTRACTIVE BOOKLET of 28 pages, illustraited with photos and with por,traits of 
well-known guitarists on "The Birth of a Guitar" by Eric V. Ridge. Price 7 / 
(U.S.A. One Dollar) from International Classic Guitar Association, 47 Clarence 
Street, Cheltenham (Glos.), England. Please order direct. 

FOR SALE- Very fine Gibson Classical Guitar in case, with quantity of music 
(standard classics) and folding footstool-£40 or nearest offer-49 Burleigh Gardens, 
Southgate, London, N.14, or telephone (in evenings)---ENTERPRTSE 7376. 

ADELE KRAMER, Professor a,t the Guildhall School of Music and Drama, London, 
gives lessons in Classical Guitar for beginners and up to Concent Standard. 24 
College Crescent, Swiss Cottage, London, N.W.3. (Tel: PRlmrose 5366). 

ACOMA MUSIC SHOP, 1118 Market Street, San Francisco 2, U.S.A. Guitars, Tremolo 
instruments, Viols, Gambas, Vihuelas, Lutes, Recorders, largest selection. Expert 
repairing and restoring of old ins,truments. 

CLASSIC GUITAR TUITION. Pr,iva,te lessons, and new Correspondence Course, 
with photographs, charts and modern text. Lorna Gray Guitar Studio, 40 Gordon 
Square, London, W.C.I. Tel: Eus. 6465. Write for details. 

CHESNAKOV. Elements of music and harmony in the study of the Classical Guitar. 
Theoretical and practical ,training in modern technique as a basis for development 
of artistic playing and for elimination of faults, self acquired or installed by wrong 
teaching. Progressive, selected studies. Few vacancies for students. 48a Cathcart 
Road, London, S.W.10. (FLA. 4354). 

GUITAR (and tremolo instruments) lessons for beginners and advanced given by 
Ida Thurstans, 9 St. Ann's Road, Barnes, London, S.W.13. (Tel. Prospect 6967). 

APPALACHIAN DULCIMER, folk instrument of the southern Appalachian 
mountains. Rare, quaint, unusual and interesting instrument, constructed of native 
woods. Used by early English and Scottish colonial settlers to accompany their 
foll songs. Appalachian Dulcimer Company, P .O. Box 683, Staunton, Virginia, 
U.S.A. 

TORONTO, Canada. Eugene M. Lucas, Teacher of the Classic Guitar. Lessons for 
beginners and advanced. 25 Quebec Avenue. Tel: RO. 2-1291. 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. Lessons for beginners and advanced students in classical and 
flamenco guitar. Custom made guitars-new and used guitars of all makes. 
Contact James M. Norris, 343 W. North Avenue. Tel : Mohawk 4-6204. Also 
headquarters for lending library and information concerning the "Guitar Workshop", 
(an organization of classical and fl amenco guitarists). 

GUITARS of fin~ tone a~d quality. Handmade throughout by CHAMBERLAIN, 
(30 years pracltcal experience). 1 Waterloo Street, Leicester, England. 

VANCOUVER, Canada._ Lea~n the !1'odern te~hnique of classical guitar playing, see 
Robert Neveu at Kmghton s Musical Supplies Ltd., 579 Richards Street. ('Phone 
MU 1-5031). 

" GUITAR NEWS " back issues available-only 39, 43, 45, 47 and 48 at 1 / 4 a copy, 
plus postage. 

HAS ANYONE a copy of Nos. 41 , 42 and 46 to spare? Please send to I.C.G .A., 47 
Clarence Street, Cheltenham (Glos.), England. 
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~ § 

! MARIO GANGI ! 
§ § 

~ Six Modern Pieces ~ 
~ for Guitar ~ 
§ § 
§ § 
§ Guitar choro § 
§ § 

~ Sofisticato ~ 
~ Delizioso ~ 
~ Verso l'oasi ~ 
~ Ametista ~ 
~ Panoramica ~ 
§ § 
§ § 

i 7s. 6d. ~ 
~ British published price ~ 
§ § 

~ MARIO GANGI is of course a very famous Italian ~ 
§ guitar player, and this album is very characteristic of § 
§ his style. The pieces can be strongly recommended § 
~ as well for their musical interest and contemporary ~ 
§ flavour. § 
~ § 

~ Published by Fono Film Ricardi and available in England from ~ 
~ G. RICORD! & CO (London) LTD ~ 
~ 271 Regent Street London W.l ~ 
~--~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~l 
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